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What to expect from this presentation? 

If you need data to model relationships between editors 
in a Wikipedia article based on reverts, and if accuracy 
is of the essence for you (more than computational 
performance), we have the right method for you. 
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What to expect from this presentation? 

1.  What are reverts (useful for)? 

2.  State of the art in revert detection 

3.  A new method aiming for more accuracy 

4.  Evaluation results 
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Wikipedia’s definition 

“On Wikipedia, reverting means undoing the effects 
of one or more edits, which normally results in the 

page being restored to a version that existed 
previously. More broadly, reverting may also refer to 

any action that in whole or in part reverses the 
actions of any editors.” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Reverting 

“A revert means undoing the actions of another 
editor.”  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Edit_warring 
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Reverts enable  
modeling of editor relationship  

o  Reverting is undoing; contradicting actions perceived as 
false  

o  Inferences possible without considering meaning 
•  Example: 
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How are reverts performed? 

o  Manually deleting words from or adding them to the revision 
text 

o  “undo” button 
o  “rollback” function 
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Reverts and relationship modeling in the literature 

Co-editing, Reverts 
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Application in our case 

o  Identified existing socio-
technical patterns potentially 
influencing bias and quality 

!  Ownership behavior 
!  Opinion camps and editor 

drop-out 
!  Lack of boldness and 

useful conflicts 
!  etc. 

"  “Towards a diversity-
minded Wikipedia” (Flöck, 
Vrandeçic, Simperl, 
WebSci’11) 
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State-of-the-art revert detection 

Simple identity revert method using MD5 hashes 
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Inaccuracies of the state-of-the-art 

o  Reverts (undoing) don’t always produce duplicate revisions 
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Inaccuracies of the state-of-the-art 

o  Vandalism repair o  Revert + Add 
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State-of-the-art strengths and weaknesses 

Identity revert method 

•  Simple  
•  Fast 
 

•  Only partially 
matching  
Wikipedia definition 

•  Not evaluated with 
users 

•  Inaccurate in some 
cases 
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New method based on DIFFs 
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Better accuracy + coverage of new method 

o  Vandalism repair o  Revert + Add 
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Evaluation 

o  5000 random articles 
o  Coverage 

•  37% edit-pairs not detected 
as reverts 

•  12% more reverts detected 
with the new method 
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Evaluation - Setup 

o  Accuracy testing 
•  User study with 45 

participants 
•  Two distinct sets, 

each containing 20 
mixed revert 
examples detected 
by both, only old, 
only new method 
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Evaluation - Results 

o  Accuracy Results:  
•  Significantly less 

false positives 
•  Can accurately 

distinguish 
between full and 
partial reverts  

•  Wikipedia definition 
conforms with user 
definition 

•  Results identical 
for both control 
groups 
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Evaluation - Results 
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Trade-off 

•  Simple  
•  Fast 
 

•  Fully matching 
Wikipedia definition 

•  Evaluated with 
users’ concept of 
reverts 

•  More accurately 
reflecting behavior 

 

Identity reverts 
 

DIFF reverts 
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Conclusion 

" First revert detection evaluated to work according to the 
Wikipedia definition and to editors’ idea of a revert  
" Better reflects actual behavior and relations  

" Preferably to be used for precise modeling of the 
social editing dynamics 
" The “best” method depends on what your research 

question and setup is  
 
o  Quantifying accuracy lack of identity revert method 
 
+ Can also detect partial reverts if needed 
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Outlook 

o  Potential for significant performance gain 
•  Avoid more DIFF steps by omitting immediate “revert to 

previous revision” reverts (about 70% of all reverts) 
•  Using DIFF alternative 
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Thank you for your attention 
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